4 Wheel Bob (1x60)
Bob Coomber sets out to become the first wheelchair hiker to cross a treacherous stretch of California’s Sierra Nevada Mountains. Fraught with danger, Bob must deal with altitude sickness, the threat of a diabetic coma and possible fatal falls.

Bob Ross: The Happy Painter (1x60)
A behind-the-scenes look at Bob Ross’s journey from humble beginnings to a pop culture icon.

Eliades Ochoa: From Cuba to the World (1x60)
A portrait of the legendary Cuban musician Eliades Ochoa and Cuban Son music.

Elmore Leonard: But Don’t Try to Write! (1x60)
An exploration into the legacy and works of Elmore Leonard, one of the finest crime novelists of the past half-century, whose works became Hollywood blockbuster films.

EVA: A-7063 (1x60, 1x90)
The extraordinary story of Eva Mozes Kor who survived Nazi medical experiments as a child, helped launch the global manhunt for Dr Josef Mengele, and traveled the world to promote peace and forgiveness.

Flying the Feathered Edge (1x60, 1x86)
Discover the legacy and amazing career of legendary aviator Bob Hoover, from his years as a WWII fighter pilot to his daring feats as an air show performer.

Gandhi’s Awakening (1x60) and Gandhi’s Gift (1x60)
Explores Mohandas Gandhi’s early formative years in South Africa, which led to a spiritual epiphany that transformed him to become the Mahatma, or Great Soul. Gandhi’s Gift looks at his timeless message of nonviolence and interfaith harmony.

Jack Taylor: The Enterprise (1x60) NEW!
The inspiring story of Jack Taylor, WWII veteran and founder of Enterprise Rent-a-Car.

Jayhawkers (1x106)
Basketball phenom Wilt Chamberlin and legendary coach Phog Allen re-invent college sports at the University of Kansas in the 1950s, paralleling the Civil Rights movement.

Kasturba Gandhi: Accidental Activist (1x60) NEW!
Discover how Kasturba Gandhi became one of the first women activists in modern history.

Landslide: The Presidency of Herbert Hoover (1x62)
Explores the facts and fictions behind the presidency of Herbert Hoover and his enduring legacy.

Modern Ninja: The Last Grandmaster (1x60) NEW!
Step inside the secret world of Ninja with 34th Grandmaster Dr. Masaaki Hatsumi.

The Reagan Presidency (3x60)
This landmark portrait of President Ronald Reagan tells a fresh story about the critical policy decisions he made during his eight-year presidency.

Remembering Leonard Nimoy (1x60)
A loving and very personal tribute to the life and career of Leonard Nimoy (Star Trek’s Mr. Spock), as told by his daughter, Julie.

Right Footed (1x60, 1x82)
The inspiring story of Jessica Cox who was born without arms but learned to fly a plane with her feet, and who has become a leading advocate for people with disabilities.

Sex, Lies and the Priesthood (1x56)
Biopic of Richard Sipe, the priest-therapist who helped uncover Catholic clergy sex abuse.